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Novel Approach to Motivate Students 
toward Research 

‘The secret of getting ahead is getting started.’ 

-Mark Twain 

We know that motivation is very important for quality improvement in almost every fields, 

where it is employed as a tool. It really works. We can imagine the situation where teachers of 

lower sections give symbol of stars, one to five in number, and by this simple act, students 

become encouraged. When those students come back to their home, without putting off his/her 

shoes, they open the page in front of his/her family members to show that he/she have got 5 

stars in the note book today. The stars in their note book really works and their interest in study 

increases manifold. 

Education sector of the present age is facing challenges because theatrical knowledge gives 

failures in the practical life. Students without practical skills in the science moving one place 

to another place in the search of job; whereas most of the employers are searching skilled 

persons. Actually, a remarkable gaps are increasing day by day among employment searching 

persons and employers. Most of the Universities and technical institutions are realizing that 

practical knowledge is most essential and realising the facts, research oriented works have been 

included in may graduate and post graduate level courses. But, when it is minutely observed, 

teachers as well students fill this act as extra burden in lack of proper incentive. In spite of its 

apparent importance, student motivation is not a focus of today’s education system. Motivation 

for research is hard to characterize and quantify, and it is influenced by many factors outside 

the classroom.  

In a report by Carnegie, “Motivation Matters: How New Research Can Help Teachers Boost 

Student Engagement,” it has been reported that teachers can build up the non-instructional side 

of student winner abilities in three substantive manners: i) by encouraging them positive 

behaviours by giving rewards, ii) by ameliorating their academic mentalities, and iii) by 

enhancing their sense of connection with their teachers and their peers. 

Research article publication at Graduate and Post graduate level is similar reward as lower level 

students get stars on his/her note book. It is my personal experience that research paper at 

graduate and/or post graduate level motivate students to do better in his/her academic carrier. 

International Journal of Graduate Research and Review has been initiated with an objective to 

create environment in the direction of giving rewards and finally motivate students towards 

research activities.  

I have got privilege to write this editorial on behalf of editorial team of International Journal of 

Graduate Research and Review. I hope that this journal will be helpful for creating environment 

to give rewards to the University level students giving research articles in the return of his/her 

research work done. The students will feel motivated after getting research article and teachers 

feel pride with his/her students. We all the members of editorial board are fully convinced that 
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graduate and post graduate students will get benefit in their academic carrier but Universities 

will be upgraded by increasing standard of teaching and research. 

International Journal of Graduate Research and Review is holding CC-By creative common’s 

licence, therefore, all contents are open access and freely available to all. This issue has been 

published with two research articles only with a resolution that number is not a matter but we 

are committed for punctual and quality publication which will be executed and published in the 

last week of every February, May, August and November regularly. At last, I would like to 

acknowledge all people involved directly or indirectly for successfully release of this journal. I 

would like to thank all reviewers and editors for their cooperation. I would like to sum up this 

editorial by a quotation given by H. Jackson Brown, Jr. 

“The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today.” 
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